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Preamble
Eugene O’Neil said it best:“There is no present or future - only the past, happening over and over
again - now.”
The response of the Government to the issue of abuse in the Australian Defence Force
and dealing with Victims of that abuse is unacceptable.
It casts a shadow over our souls.
If what was done to the victims of abuse in the Australian Defence Force had been
done to:•
Those in prison, there would be Royal Commissions and heads would have
already rolled. (See the Nagle Royal Commission into New South Wales
Prisons and the Palmer Inquiry into the Risdon Prison Complex)
•

Refugees in Detention, the whole country would be up in arms. (See the
Commonwealth Ombudsman’s various reports on refugees and witness the
numerous rallies on this topic around the country.)
Furthermore, torture and abuse is actually grounds for granting a protection
visa.

Yet we have been deafeningly silent to the torture and abuse of the best that our
country has to offer.
It is time that it stopped and we opened our eyes and made right that which has been
made wrong.
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Why Is Abuse In The Australian Defence
Force So Heinous?
Abuse in the Australian Defence Force is the worst form of Human Rights abuse in
Australia for the following reasons:1.

Australia is a founding member of the United Nations and bound by its Human
Rights Provisions from the start.

2.

Whilst the Australian Governments does not have full control over the Catholic
Church, Anglican Church and other organisations, it does have full control over
the:a.

Royal Australian Navy

b.

Australian Army and

c.

The Royal Australian Air Force

The Australian Government and Parliament passed :i.

Statutes banning abuse

ii.

Regulations banning abuse

iii.

Defence Instructions banning abuse
Yet the abuse continued and the various services persistently and
consistently mislead the relevant Ministers, Parliament and the Australian
Public.

3.

Abuse in the Royal Australian Navy, Australian Army and the Royal Australian
Air Force is more heinous.
Abuse in these services is actually torture as per the international convention on
Torture.
“For the purposes of this Convention, torture means any act by which
severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally
inflicted on a person for such purposes as obtaining from him or a third
person information or a confession, punishing him for an act he or a third
person has committed or is suspected of having committed, or
intimidating or coercing him or a third person, or for any reason based
on discrimination of any kind, when such pain or suffering is inflicted
by or at the instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a
public official or other person acting in an official capacity. It does not
include pain or suffering arising only from, inherent in or incidental to
lawful sanctions.”

4.

The torture committed against the victims is perpetrated by those who
were Government Officials, be it peers or seniors – all held government
official positions.
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As Government Officials they are obliged to uphold the laws and Regulations
but chose instead to inflict the torture and to cover it .
Furthermore, unlike the Private Organisations they misuse the Australian Legal
System to perpetrate and cover up the abuse.
1.0 More Information
For more information contact Jennifer Jacomb, Public Officer And Secretary of Victims Of
Abuse In The Australian Defence Force A0059257W on 0414 724 565 or by email to
jennifer@adfabuse.com.
Our Website is www.adfabuse.com
Victims Of Abuse In The Australian Defence Force

The Voice For The Voiceless
The Australian Defence Force And Abuse:"It was Hubris that made Angels into Devils.
It is obstinacy that keeps them in Hell"
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1.0
Why Has The Abuse Continued Since
Federation?
1.1

Defence Never Asked The Right Question

Defence has never asked the question - why does abuse and torture occur?
Because of that failure, all of their solutions have failed!
1.2

Defence Ignored Scientific Research That Actually Defined And Solved
The Problem

They ignored the scientific research on Horizontal / Lateral violence documented in
this report. They also have ignored the Milgram experiment.
Having never correctly identified the root cause, all of their solutions have ultimately
failed because they never addressed that root cause.
Their efforts will continue to fail, of course their will have temporary reductions, but
until the root cause is addressed, it will ultimately rear up its head and continue.
1.3

Defence Relies On Defensive Reasoning

Basically organisational defensive reasoning is a process whereby organisational
decisions are made and actions carried out with the aim of protecting the organisation
and maintaining staff morale. This practice is done at the expense of truth, natural
justice and genuine learning. According to Argyris, this is the core value of most
organisations, but it usually only becomes apparent when something goes wrong.
Defensive Reasoning largely encompasses the way we deal with issues, problems and
complaints that confront an organisation. it encompasses the way we look at things,
our attitudes, the way we think, communicate and solve problems.
In practicing defensive reasoning we, in theoretical terms fail to address the
“unaddressible,” fail to discuss the “undiscussible” and rationalise our failures with
defensive reasoning.
The “unaddressible” and “undiscussible” are those issues that cause emotional
discomfort to us and others. They are the things that if discussed, or addressed may
cause us to lose popularity.
Defensive reasoning is basically seen as a safe way for everyone to behave. It allows
us to distance ourselves from what is really going on. It saves us from being
embarrassed and uncomfortable, and saves us from causing embarrassment and
Abuse In The Australian Defence Force
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discomfort to our colleagues. Little to no consideration is given to the fact that
defensive reasoning impedes our personal and professional growth and that of the
organisation.

1.4

Defence Specifically Exempted From Federal Workplace Work Health
And Safety Act 2011

Workplace Bullying (which is a lot less adverse than the Torture and Abuse practiced
by the Australian Defence Force) costs the Australian Economy over $36 Billion per
year.
(Source http://www.probonoaustralia.com.au/news/2013/10/new-workplace-bullyinglaws-and-how-they-affect-nfps#)
Defence is excluded from this Act by the provision of Section 12D of the Act.
As one wit rightly observed your best bet is to have the abuse occur in front of a
public servant so you can try and invoke this act.
1.5

Defence Ignored Their Own Statistics Which Identified The Trouble
Spots

We use statistics to identify crime spots and to allow us to deploy police responses to
deal with it.
Look at how the New York Police Department uses statistics to help fight crime.
Defence chooses to ignore powerful tool.
Annexure D shows the attrition rates from ADFA.
As soon as the attrition rates exceeded the median follows, it showed there was a
problem.
This should have prompted corrective action.
It did not because Defence was asleep at the wheel.
Yet the use of attrition statistics could be applied to all bases and ships to identify hot
spots of abuse and allow corrective action to stamp it out once and for all.
The savings in damaged lives and actual dollars would be immense!
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2.0
Why Use The Term Torture And
Abuse Rather Than Bastardisation?
In this report we refer to Bastardisation as Torture and Abuse.
This is not cheap theatrics, but rather because the Federal Parliament tells us that we
should refer to it as torture.
Under the International Convention On Torture, Article 1, which Australia has
ratified, torture is defined as:1. For the purposes of this Convention, torture means any act by which severe
pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted on a
person for such purposes as obtaining from him or a third person information
or a confession, punishing him for an act he or a third person has committed or
is suspected of having committed, or intimidating or coercing him or a
third person, or for any reason based on discrimination of any kind, when
such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation of or with the
consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an
official capacity. It does not include pain or suffering arising only from,
inherent in or incidental to lawful sanctions.
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3.0
Purpose Of Handbook – To Explain
Abuse In The Australian Defence Force
The purpose of this Handbook is to explain abuse in the Australian Defence Force
with regards:3.1

The Victims

1.

Give a background in general of Victims of abuse in the Australian Defence
Force

2.

Give examples of the type of abuse they suffered:a.

Mental

b.

Physical

c.

Sexual

d.

Administrative

3.

Explain why it is important to stamp out

4.

Why are victims abused
a.

3.2

Platoon and other movies

The Abusers

1.

Who are they?

2.

Why do they do it?

3.

The role of Army

4.

The problems of choosing officers who are not interested in service.

5.

The role of protecting careers.

6.

Every Anzac Day, it contains:-

3.3
1.

a.

Victims.

b.

Abusers.

c.

Those who protect abusers.

Defence’s Response
Why does the culture of abuse continue?
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2.

Defence’s response to abuse.

3.

Commanding Officers not being held accountable.

4.

Failure to deal with social media.

5.

Only going for the little fish.

6.

Sanctions are no sanctions at all.

7.

Need to use servants of the crown procedure.

8.

Failure of the three strikes and you are out system.

9.

The role of Defence Legal.

10.

The failure of the policing functions.

3.4

The Problems With The Defence Abuse Response Task Force

1.

Changing the definition of abuse secretly

2.

Locking out Country Victims from making a reparation claim.

3.

Special Deals for Female ADFA Victims.

4.

Reparation not in line with Community Standards

5.

Hindering DVA claims

3.5

The Association For The Victims Of Abuse In The Australian Defence
Force

1.

Who are we

2.

Membership breakdown

3.

Achievements

3.6

What Needs To Be Done?

1.

Keep the issue before the public – Defence is just waiting for it to drop off the
radar.

2.

Change the DVA Acts

3.

Royal Commission / Public Inquiry

4.

Get serious about stamping out the abuse

5.

Better compensation for victims
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4.0

Implicit Assumptions In Handbook

1.

This Handbook assumes that the reader has read the fact sheets about abuse, the
Defence Abuse Response Task Force and the Compensation Scheme.

2.

Normally reports / submissions by the Association for the Victims Of Abuse In
The Australian Defence Force are annotated with the proof of what is said.
For the purposes of this Handbook they will be dispensed with but assumed to
be available unless otherwise annotated.
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5.0

Definitions Used

ADF

–

Australian Defence Force

ADFA

–

Australian Defence Force Academy

DART

–

Defence Abuse Response Task Force

DLA Piper Volume 1 –

DLA Piper Inquiry into abuse in the Australian Defence
Force commissioned by then Labor Defence Minister
Stephen Smith. It was what prompted the establishment
of the DART. The report has two volumes - Volume 1
and 2. Only Volume 1 has been publicly released.

DVA

–

Department Of Veterans’ Affairs

Horizontal Violence

–

Horizontal violence is non physical inter group conflict
and is manifested in overt and covert behaviours of
hostility (Freire 1972; Duffy 1995). It is behaviour
associated with oppressed groups and can occur in any
arena where there are unequal power relations, and one
group's self expression and autonomy is controlled by
forces with greater prestige, power and status than
themselves (Harcombe 1999). It is the inappropriate way
oppressed people release built up tension when they are
unable to address and solve issues with the oppressor.

Milgram Experiment

-

An experiment that demonstrates that about 50% of the
population will engage in evil behaviour at the
direction of an “authority figure”.

Pathways To Change -

Series of Reports Produced By Defence in 2011 on
how it was going to “fix” the culture.

SEMPRO

Sexual Misconduct Prevention And Response Office,
created as a result of Pathways To Change and input
from the Sex Discrimination Commissioner. It has
been demonstrated in Parliament as being ineffective.

-
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6.0
6.1

The Victims

Best Of The Best

Typically victims are the best that Australia has to offer:1.
One victim was one of 8000 candidates for 100 positions at the Naval College –
only 87 made it.
2.

6.2

Another victim was the only successful candidate out of 300 applicants.

Background In General Of Victims

There is no common thread as to what makes a victim.
Typically they have passed the same competitive exams as everyone else.
Save that they tend not to have relatives currently serving.
They pull their weight.
The only common factors are:1.
A peer or decides they don’t have what it takes and decides to drive them out
despite the fact they passed selection boards made of experienced officers who
know better.
2.

Not Anglo Saxon protestant.

3.

Red Hair (believe it or not)

4.

Anything which makes them different.

Some of our greatest officers, e.g. Sir John Monash, would not make it through
ADFA.
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6.3

What Is The Type Of Abuse They Have Suffered?

The abuse is wide and varied. It includes:1. Abuse of Power – destruction of careers, denial of rights.
2.

Verbal Abuse but this is not like anything you have ever seen. It is cruel and
unusual and is used to demean you. If you saw it in a public place, you would
think the person doing it was suffering from a mental illness.

3.

Physical Torture e.g.:a.

Use of electricity

b.

Breaking of legs

c.

Beatings

d.

Blanket bashes (This is where they throw a blanket over you and then beat
you so that you don’t know who your abusers are)

e.

False punishments where the punishment itself destroys your spine.

f.

Attempted Murder

4.

Rape and other sexual assault.

5.

Require the Victim to perform oral sex on their “seniors”. You may recall the
case of the ADFA Rugby Team which:-

6.4

a.

Went to a Canberra Night Club (which had of course CCTV).(See
Annexure E).

b.

Required the new members of the team to perform Oral Sex on the senior
members.

c.

When it came to light, it was merely seen as a boyish prank instead of the
sexual predatory behaviour that it was. Anywhere else you would be
sacked, they were returned to class it appears.

What Is the Impact On Victims?

1.

Shattered Lives

2.

PTSD

3.

Other illnesses

4.

Lives of poverty and despair.

6.5
1.

Why Is It Important To Stamp Out
It is not in line with Community Expectations. We prosecute far less in the
civilian work place and with more zeal.
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If we did it to refugees or people in prison heads would roll.
2.

It has been going on far too long.

3.

We are being more vicious to our own rather than our Nation’s enemies.

4.

The human cost to the victim is completely unacceptable.

5.

The actual measurable cost to the taxpayer is unacceptable. A calculation was
done that showed that over a 30 year period the cost to the taxpayer for Navy
alone was $1.8 Billion as at 2011.

6.

It is just plain wrong.

6.6
1.

Why Are Victims Abused?
When you go to join you go to get every advantage you can to pass the selection
boards. You:a.

Read Books

b.

Go to every open day

c.

Get as much information as you can from the recruiters.

d.

Watch movies.

The movies they now watch are things like Full Metal Jacket and thus develop
the expectation they will be abused.
2.

When they join they are young and inexperienced.
They do not realise that the regulations prohibit the abuse but they are at the
bottom of the food chain and have no idea on how to enforce the regulations for
their own protection.
Furthermore any attempt to do so tags them as a Sea / Barrack Room Lawyer
and gets for them further abuse under the mistaken impression of their seniors
that it is needed for discipline.

3.

Because they have no power they subject themselves and others to horizontal
violence on a much higher scale than what happens in the nursing profession.

4.

The officers set the tone for the culture in the Australian Defence Force.

5.

Historically RMC Duntroon has been a major nexus for torture and abuse.
When ADFA was created, the Army contingent outnumbered significantly both
Navy and Air Force. As a result the concept of torture and abuse has been
perpetrated and expanded in the Navy and Air Force Officers graduating from
ADFA.
We have anecdotal evidence confirming this last point

6.

Navy is clearly aware of this problem and has tried to address it.
For some time they have had their first year midshipman do one year of training
at HMAS Creswell. However, when they posted into ADFA, the abuse was
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perpetrated and when people complained that this was not the way it was done
in Navy, they were thrown out of ADFA.
7.

Another point should be made about ADFA. If you look at the right hand side of
their web site, they list the top 10 reasons for joining ADFA. Not one of them is
about serving your country – it is all about what is in it for you. This lends itself
to the culture of covering up the abuse.

8.

The conduct of the officers leads to the behaviour occurring elsewhere.

6.7

Protection Of Careers

It continues because the Senior Officers then, as now, don’t want to know about it.
I think it is best summed up by one Captain who assembled the Naval College after
one particularly cowardly and vicious attack on the writer.
Having lined the College up, he announced that no one would go on leave until the
perpetrators came forward.
He then went to say:“He was not going to have his career affected by bastardisation.”
That is the problem.
It was not about that he would not tolerate any one under his command being treated
in that manner but protecting his career – so long as that was protected, it was okay.
It is still the case today.
In fact the recent conduct of Senior Officers merely confirms it.
It is this wilful blindness and acquiescence of those further up in the Chain Of
Command that permits the torture and abuse to continue.

6.8

Anzac Day – The True Perspective

Every time you see a formation of soldiers on Anzac day, those in uniform fall into
three categories:1.

Victims

2.

Abusers

3.

Those who did nothing / covered up the abuse.
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7.0
7.1

Defence’s Response

Let the Good times Roll!

The abuse continues for the following reasons:1.

Defence is like an alcoholic and truly does not want to admit that the problem
exists.
Their standard protocols are as follows:a.

Initially cover it up internally

b.

If that does not work have an internal investigation, plead “Mea Culpa”
and that it will never happen again – it always does.

c.

If that does not work, write a report such as “Pathways To Change” which
looks wonderful but just gathers dust or set up ineffective systems such as
SEMPRO.

d.

If there is an external review, control it by putting one of their own in
charge which is what they did with the DART by putting extreme pressure
on then Minister Smith to appoint Major General Roberts-Smith RFD QC
to be in charge of it.

e.

It is covered up to protect the careers of officers – when ADFA used to
put up its 10 top reasons for going to ADFA, not one was about serving
your country it was all about your own self interest. Since we highlighted
this they removed it from the ADFA Website.

f.

If legal action is taken, use Defence Legal to delay and destroy evidence as
they did with Squadron Leader Vance.

Ultimately it is best described as to “Delay, Defer and Deter” the complaints.
2.

Narrow the definition of abuse to only encompass sexual abuse. By narrowing
the definition, it makes the problem seem not as bad as what it really is – shades
of 1984 “New Speak”.

3.

It further tries to narrow the scope of definition by only focusing on the
Australian Defence Force Academy. (Also see how they narrow the focus to
here through “Pathways To Change”.)

4.

Yet the abuse is wide spread – according to one of our military members who
served in 2 / 4 RAR, the attitude was that because they wore the uniform,
members of 2/4 RAR were exempt from the rules and could do anything they
liked.
Needless to say this included abuse.
This attitude would seem to be being continued by 3rd Brigade in Townsville.
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5.

Ignore the research on Horizontal Violence and the Milgram experiment which
is directly on point for abuse in the ADF. You will find no mention of it in
pathways to change or Elizabeth Brodericks Report – it should be there.

6.

Victims are afraid to come forward for fear of being labelled as weaklings.
Especially since any form of mental illness is a career killer so having PTSD
and getting treatment is the kiss of death for your career.

7.

Also the Australian Defence Force Investigative Service, an investigator of
abuse, has been caught out practicing abuse. I’ts Commanding Officer, Captain
Bryan Parker who, along with others was sending out derogatory emails about
one of their investigators who was suffering PTSD.

7.2

Defence Asleep At the Wheel

Annexure D – ADFA Attrition Rates shows the following:1.
a.
b.
2.

For the period 1990 – 2014, the median attrition rates were as follows:Males – 19.29 %
Females – 20.29%
Yet when attrition rates such as the following resulted:-

Highest Attrition Years
Year
M Of M
F Of F
1993
30.24%
25.81%
1995
24.30%
28.40%
1996
28.64%
37.21%
1997
26.50%
38.18%
1998
26.38%
37.61%
1999
26.32%
31.34%
2003
17.59%
25.81%
2008
21.84%
32.88%
2009
20.78%
26.47%
2011
18.18%
25.93%

Female Higher Than Median
Female Higher Than Median
Female Higher Than Median
Female Higher Than Median

No Alarm bells were rung!
What ever were the leaders of Defence doing?
Clearly they were asleep at the wheel and abuse was okay!
This sort of monitoring is so basic and simple; there is no excuse as to why it was not
done.
Of course they have got the attrition rates down for the moment but it begs the
question as to how long before they go up again. Also it makes it clear they are
focusing on looking after the women and not the men.
Also where are these figures for the rest of the Training Bases and Defence?
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7.3

Defence’s Response To Being Caught Out On Abuse

Some of these reasons have been listed but are worth repeating here:1.
Try and ignore the problem
2.

Make the victim feel that they deserve it

3.

Deter them from reporting – they are weaklings.

4.

Write great procedures but never enforce them

5.

Delay, Defer and Deter.

6.

Cover it up.

7.

When that doesn’t work, keep a lid on it.

8.

Claim “Mea Culpa” and say we have fixed but then very rapidly get on with
abuse as usual.

7.4

Commanding Officers Not Being Held Responsible

There is an old saying – “When you are in command, YOU are in command!”
When torture and abuse occurs, clearly the Commanding Officer has failed to
command his base / ship in accordance with the Defence Discipline Act and
Regulations.
However, instead of holding them to account, they are given a free pass.
Thus there is no incentive for Commanding Officers to stamp out the torture and
abuse.
They should be held accountable and responsible.
7.5

Failure To Deal With Social Media

Social Media is a major mechanism for promoting and executing the abuse, typically
Facebook.
No Defence Personnel or their families should be allowed to use Facebook because
such use represents a clear security threat, There have been cases reported overseas
where intelligence agencies have used people’s Facebook pages to compromise
employees of Telecommunications Companies to gain unauthorised access.
The use of social media by Defence Personnel and their families allow the same to be
done to compromise National Security.
The irony is that we have stricter controls and better enforcement for Australian
Public Servants – See Banerji v Bowles [2013] FCCA 1052 (9 August 2013)
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7.6

Only Going For The Little Fish

The Commissioned Officers are typically seen as a privileged class.
Typically the only people who get prosecuted for abuse are other ranks as witnessed
by HMAS Ballarat.
Yet the Commanding Officer should have been court martialled for allowing it to
occur on his ship.
This creates a dichotomy:1.
The other ranks see their officers getting away with abuse.
2.

7.7

They then think they can do the same and then when they get prosecuted – they
quite rightly feel ripped off.

Sanctions Are No Sanctions At All

When a person is accused of abuse and an investigation occurs they are suppose to be
placed on leave without pay (As per a recent answer to a question on Notice in the
Senate).
What actually happens is that they typically:1.
Remain at the base / ship where the alleged abuse occurred.
Thus they can interfere with witnesses and their victims.
2.

Remain on Leave With Pay. (Rather than Leave Without Pay)

3.

If they are found to be guilty of abuse they are typically given 28 days notice to
give cause why they should not be dismissed.

4.

However, unless they have been convicted in a civilian court, they are typically
allowed to remain in the Australian Defence Force.

In other words, the abusers get their rights while the victims have none.
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7.8

Need To Use Servants Of The Crown Procedure.

There is one tool that the Australian Defence Force it should be using but is not –
Servants Of The Crown Rule.
There are High Court Authorities which state that uniformed members are not
employees but rather Servants Of The Crown.
All that is required is for the Governor General In Council to be informed that a
particular individual’s service no longer pleases the Crown and then they
automatically cease to be a member of the Australian Defence Force – see Coutts v
Commonwealth [1985] HCA 40; (1985) 157 CLR 91 (20 June 1985)
There are no grounds to sue for unfair dismissal.
Furthermore, it should not just be exercised against those who directly abuse but also
the Generals, Admirals and Air Marshalls that covered it up.

7.9

Failure Of The Three Strikes And You Are Out System.

As has been mentioned previously, Defence is great on coming up with great
procedures but lack lustre is applying them.
One was the three strikes and you are out system.
Under this system,:1.
If you were reported for abuse your name was entered into this system
2.

If your name came up three times (regardless of whether a conviction was
secured), you were to be given notice to show cause why you should not be
terminated.

What actually happened (as per DLA Piper Volume 1) was:1.
Data was not entered
2.

3 Strikes Report not generated

3.

No one ever seemed to be dismissed.
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7.10

The Role Of Defence Legal

Victims suffer from a number of disadvantages:1.
Circumstances Of Discharge / Extreme Difficulty In Proving Abuse took Place
2.

Trying To Find Witnesses

3.

Getting Witnesses To Give Statements For Fear Of Retribution

4.

Service Records Hide The Abuse And Real Reason For Separation

Should they then attempt to sue Defence, Defence Legal will delay and drag out the
case, as they did with Squadron Leader Vance in the hope the victim will run out of
money.
They see their role as protecting Defence and the Senior Officers rather than behaving
as model litigants as per the instructions from the Attorney General’s Department.

7.11

The Failure Of The Policing Functions

As was noted in evidence given to the recent Senate Inquiry into abuse in to the ADF
and the Government Response, Service Policing is more interest in drugs, alcohol and
theft.
Furthermore, the much touted creation of the ADF and Sex Discrimination
Commissioner, Elizabeth Broderick, SEMPRO, has been shown to be a failure.
Until such time as true commitment to stamping out abuse comes from the highest
levels of the ADF, it will continue and won’t be truly policed.
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8.0
The Problems With The Defence
Abuse Response Task Force
8.1

Changing The Rules Secretly

The original definition of abuse for the DART was the same as DLA Piper.
Yet almost immediately abuse that was accepted by DLA Piper was rejected by
DART under the chair of Major General Roberts-Smith.
About February 2014, the definitions were changed yet again such that only sexual
abuse was seen as the highest form of abuse.
This was consistent with the new focus of Defence that only sexual abuse counts.
As a result, victims who would have received the full $45.000, had they been paid
before February 2014, now only received $35,000.
This also had the benefit of making the abuse seem less than what it actually is based
upon the reports being made by Major General Roberts-Smith and the DART to the
minister and Parliament.
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8.2

Locking Out Country Victims From Making A Reparation Claim /
Special Deal For Female ADFA Victims

8.2.1

Ripping Off Country Victims / Special Deal for ADFA
Females
In order to receive a “Reparation Payment”:1.

It only counts for abuse prior to 11th April 2011.

2.

An application had to be lodged by the victim by no later than 31st May 2013.

3.

Final paper work had to be lodged by no later than 30th November 2013.

This was only advertised in the Major Metropolitan papers and media.
As a result many country victims were unaware of the scheme and missed out.
There is one exception.
In the Chamber Of Horrors Programme on ABC TV (Monday 9th June 2014), Major
General Roberts-Smith, Chair of the DART, said he would accept claims from those
females who had been raped at ADFA but had not lodged a claim.
If:1.

You were male at ADFA and raped, you are excluded.

2.

You suffered abuse at ADFA other than rape, you are excluded

3.

You suffered abuse elsewhere (typically people who aren’t officers) regardless
of whether it included rape or not, you are excluded.

8.2.2
Abuse Post 11 th April 2011 Doesn’t Count
Furthermore the abuse has continued post 11th April 2011 but those victims are denied
a reparation claim.
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8.3

Reparation Not In Line With Community Standards

8.3.1

Reparation Not In Line With Community Standards And
Expectations
The maximum payout from the Defence Abuse Response Task Force is $50,000
regardless of how many rapes, assault or incidents of abuse you suffered.
Under any other Crime Compensation, it is payout by incident, not one small amount
that covers everything.
Furthermore it is not in accord with community standards:-

8.3.1.1

Oyston v St Patricks College

Last year in this case it was held that for 2 years of Verbal Abuse the appropriate
compensation was $167, 207.34.
Yet here we are talking about far worse than that and multiple incidents only being
compensated by $50,000.
The relevant cases are:•

Oyston v St Patrick 's College (No 3) [2013] NSWCA 324 (3 October 2013)
and

•

Oyston v St Patrick 's College (No 2) [2013] NSWCA 310 (23 September
2013)

8.3.1.2

Marathon Runner Receives Multimillion Dollar
Payout

A professional marathoner received a multimillion dollar whilst racing in the
Kimberley.
A key difference between her and Victims of Abuse in the Australian Defence Force:•
She chose to accept the risk
•

Her records were not doctored

•

The organisers took responsibility.

Victims of abuse in the Australian Defence Force:•
Did not choose to be abused
•

Had the records doctored

•

Their “employer” Defence chose not to take proper financial responsibility
despite their duty of care.
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8.3.1.3

Police Man Receives $3.5 Million Ex Gratia

A WA Police Officer accused of using such excessive force against those accused of
assaulting him and were found not guilty still received a $3.5 Million Ex Gratia
payout.
Victims of abuse in the Australian Defence Force:•
Did nothing wrong.
•
Suffered life time injuries and loss of career
•
Yet only receive at best a $50,000 payout.

8.3.1.4

Bus Driver Receives $400,000 Compensation
From Defence

A Bus Driver traumatised by seeing a simulated massacre as part of a Defence
Exercise received over $400,000 as compensation.
The symptoms he suffers are similar to many victims:•
Recurrent visions
•
Difficulty driving and suffers sleep problems and nightmares
Sounds familiar?
The difference between him and the Victims of Abuse in the Australian Defence
Force:•
He got $400,000 for one incident.
•

The Victims who typically have suffered multiple incidents can only get
$50,000 maximum!
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8.3.1.5

Speaker Leo McLeay Gets $90,000 in 2011
Dollars For Self Inflicted Injury

As can be seen from Annexure K Speaker Leo McLeay got $90,000 in 2011 dollars
for a self inflicted injury in a once off accident.
The difference between him and the Victims of Abuse in the Australian Defence
Force are:•
His injuries were self inflicted
•
They were once off
•
He got $90,000.
Victims:•
Did not inflict the abuse on themselves
•

Suffered multiple incidents

•

Have had a lifetime of suffering

•

Get only a Maximum of $50,000.

8.3.1.6
v
v
v
v
v

8.4

Convicted Criminals Get Treated Better

$135,000 payment to kidnapper Toni Vodopic because she slipped in a puddle
as she mopped floors at Dame Phyllis Frost prison.
$65,000 plus costs paid to paedophile Anthony Douglas Walters to pay for
plastic surgery and counselling after he was attacked in jail.
$120,000 paid to drink-driver Alan Philip Brown who claimed a garden roller
door closed on him in Loddon Prison.
$27,000 claim by prisoner Patrick Trainor in November 2009.
$75,000 plus costs paid to jailed drink-driver Andrew Steel who claimed he hurt
his back driving a tractor at Dhurringle Prison.
v (Source Herald Sun, August 21, 2011
v “Criminals Cash Up on $400,000 in Compo” – Peter Rolfe)

Hindering DVA Claims

When a victim submits a claim to DVA, the DVA seeks the file from the DART.
The DART so heavily redacts the fail as to render it useless.
As a result a number of victim applications to DVA have failed because of that
redaction.
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9.0
The Association For The Victims Of
Abuse In The Australian Defence Force
9.1

Who Are We?

The Association for the Victims of Abuse in the Australian Defence Fore
A0059257W was incorporated on 29th April 2013.
It is the only National Association advocating on behalf of Victims Of Abuse in the
Australian Defence Force.
Membership
Membership is open to:ü
Victims of Abuse in the Australian Defence Force
ü

Supporters and Carers of Victims of Abuse in the Australian Defence Force

ü

Those who oppose abuse in the Australian Defence Force.

It has members:ü
In every state of Australia and Overseas
ü

Ranging from civilian, recruit to Flag Rank.

It has the only three known Department Of Veterans’ Affairs Gold Cards issued for
the abuse the victims suffered in the Australian Defence Force.
“For evil to prosper, it merely requires that good men do nothing!”
Edmund Burke
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9.2

Membership Breakdown

The Association:1.
Has over 100 Members.
2.

Members go from civilian, recruit all the way up to Flag Rank.

3.

Has over 26 Victim Members who have received an aggregate of $505,000 from
the DART.

4.

Of the nine committee members, 4 have received the full $50,000, one has
received $40,000 and 2 still have their applications still pending.

5.

It is apolitical, working with all sides of the political spectrum to stamp out the
abuse and get victims a better deal.

6.

It represents a clear danger to Defence’s and the DART’s attempt to keep a lid
on the details of the abuse as more victim members join and share their story.

7.

It is actively working:a.

Explaining the issue of abuse to the Parliament and the Public

b.

Actively working with people in the Parliament to:i.

Amend the DVA Acts

ii.

Create a Royal Commission so the full truth about abuse in the ADF is
known

iii.

Better support and Reparation For Victims

iv.

A permanent statutory authority to investigate and prosecute abuse in
the Australian Defence Force.
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9.3

Achievements

3/4/13

DART wants to have Defence
make final decision on Reparation
Payment

As a result of our actions, Defence
cut out of loop – final decision
remains with the DART

19/6/13

We became aware of a rapist of
star rank still serving in the
Australian Defence Force.

Reported it for further action to
ADFIS.

1/7/13

DVA will not pay travel expenses
to Psychiatrist of best fit.

Initiated change of policy with the
DVA so that they will pay Travel
Expenses to Psychiatrist of best fit.

8/7/13

DART refuses to provide help to
Victim on brink of suicide.

We are able to use our excellent
relationship with the DVA to get the
person the help they desperately
needed.

September Victims need to make abuse and
2013
abuse compensation an election
issue.

Contacted all Federal Labor, Green,
Coalition and other candidates
seeking them to pledge support to
the victims.
Everyone except the coalition did
so.

1/10/13

Victims need public commitment At the public meeting at the Celtic
from Political Leaders for support. Club, asked the public questions of
Bill Shorten:1.

2.

Would he support better
compensation for Victims of
Abuse in the Australian
Defence Force? and
Would he commit to stamping
out the abuse in the Australian
Defence Force?

His response was:
“Yes and Yes!”
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Date
1/11/2013

Problem
The DART had imposed an
artificial and improper filing date
on one of our members of 20th
September 2013 to file their
personal account.

Result
By agitating the matter, we had this
improper date removed and an
extension of time granted beyond
30th November 2013.

15/11/13

We became aware of a fraudulent
claim being submitted to the
DART.

Reported it to the DART to ensure
that it was subjected to full and
proper scrutiny as well as provided
documentary evidence.

30/11/13

DART introduces a 30th
November 2013 for Victims to
file their Personal Account Form.

We were able to help a number of
Victims prepare their Personal
Account and file on time.

DART offers no practical
assistance to Victims.

Also with the support of a number
of Members Of Parliament we were
able to get extensions for late filing
for Victims finding hard to
complete their personal accounts.

27/11/13

DART will not pay the Travel
Expenses for Victims when
seeking medical treatment from
the DART provider.

We were able to get the DART to
reverse its position and even wrote
the draft travel expenses policy to
speed things up.

4/12/13

One of our members had raised
with the DART the complaint that
we all have, we are Victims not
complainants.

Sent an email to all members of the
Parliament on this issue which
resulted in the following:1.

The DART ignored him.
2.

11/12/13

DART requires Victims to pay for
their own support person as part
of the restorative justice
programme.

In future in all correspondence
will pay him full marks of
respect and call him a victim
and
Major General Roberts-Smith
RFD QC had to ring him and
apologise to him.

We were able to get our member
involved to have their money
reimbursed and in future all victims
will have the DART pay for their
support person at Restorative
Justice.
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10.0
10.1

What Needs To Be Done?

Keep The Issue Before The Public – Defence Is Just Waiting For It Drop
Off The Radar.

It is essential that this issue be kept before the public and the Parliament in order to
effect real change.
Defence’s experience and play book is to wait for the publicity to die down and go
back to business as usual.
This is the play book they have been using since RMC Duntroon was founded early
on in Federation.
It is time; it is more than time for the cycle to stop and the torture and abuse to stop.
Lets save our fighting for enemies – not our own.
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10.2

Change The DVA Acts

10.2.1

DVA Acts Never Took The Special Needs Of Victims Into
Account
The Acts under which the Department Of Veterans Affairs operates under were never
written with the specific problems of Victims of Abuse in the Australian Defence
Force in mind:•

Circumstances of Discharge / Extreme Difficulty of proving that the abuse took
place.

•

Trying To Find Witnesses.

•

Getting Witnesses To Give Statements For Fear Of Retribution.

•

Service Records Hide The Abuse And Real Reason For Separation.

•

Having Insufficient Time In Service To Be Covered By The Veterans Affairs
Act.

•

Victims of Defence Abuse, in particular homosexual abuse, were discouraged
from reporting it because of the prevailing attitude at the time, where both
parties would be terminated "SNLR" - Services no longer required, aka
dishonourable discharge.

•

In at least 3 cases at HMAS Leeuwin, the offender was the person that we were
supposed to report this to (One of our members has the names of the two other
Victims, and this was recognised in the HMAS Leeuwin interim report).

•

Very unlikely to have witnesses to the sexual abuse, because these pedophiles /
sexual abusers are very good at covering their tracks, and are very unlikely to do
this with witnesses around.

•

Finally one last trick, if a Victim has made a report / complaint pressure is then
put on them to withdraw the report / complaint and thus no records.

The hurdles above arise not from the Victims actions but rather the wilful action and
inaction of the abusers and the Australian Defence Force.
10.2.2

Threshold For Victim DVA Claims Need To Be lowered To
Plausibility
The Acts need to have their thresholds lowered for the claims of Victims of Abuse in
the Australian Defence Force.
10.2.3
Amendments Need To Have Element Of Retrospectivity
There needs to be an element of Retrospectivity.
If a Victim has submitted a claim that has been rejected, it should be able to be
reconsidered and if successful take effect from the date of original lodgement.
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10.3

Royal Commission / Public Inquiry

Only a Royal Commission or Public Inquiry can:1.

Fully expose the extent of the past and present abuse in Defence

2.

Provide adequate protection and support to Victims as has been shown by the
current Royal Commission into Institutional Child Abuse.

3.

Allow the Parliament and the Australian people to be properly informed on the
matter.

4.

Help prevent it for the future.

Of course, there is the cost of a Royal Commission, if a public inquiry system could
be created to achieve the same result and deliver better outcomes and compensation to
the Victims, this would be good.
We have seen the benefits of the current Royal Commission into Child Abuse:•
Giving all victims a chance to tell their story in a supportive environment
•

Providing full and proper counselling and support

•

Ensuring monolithic institutions are brought to account and forcing them to
confront their wrongs to others

•

Ensuring prosecutions where appropriate

•

Getting the long held dirty little secrets out into the open.

•

Ensuring no child abuser can hide behind a veil of secrecy.

We need a Royal Commission / Public inquiry into the Australian Defence Force to
do the same and to restore confidence in the Defence Force.
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10.4

Get Serious About Stamping Out The Abuse

The Defence Abuse Response Task Force is purely a creature of agreement between
the Department Of Defence and the Attorney General Departments.
It:•

Can be shut down at any time by decision of the executive government

•

Is not responsible for ensuring prosecutions taking place

•

Is limited by its establishing instrument to compensating abuse that occurred
prior to 30th April 2011 and nothing afterwards

•

Is not subject to the more rigorous public scrutiny that would come with it being
a permanent statutory authority.

•

Until recently was headed by a Military Officer, Major General Roberts-Smith
RFD QC who is tainted by his involvement in the prosecution of an innocent
aboriginal woman, Jeanie Angel in Western Australia.

What is needed is an independent statutory authority under civilian control.
It needs to:•
Be able to investigate and prosecute all abuse current and present
•

Make reparation payments in line with Community Standards to those Victims

•

Prosecute those abusers or

•

Where a prosecution can’t be made, have the abusers dismissed from the
Defence Force never to be reemployed or any other arm of the Federal
Government.

10.5

Better Compensation For Victims

Most Victims Of Crime Compensation Schemes:1.
Are up to $85,000
2.

And it is paid for by event.

With the DART, it is a Fat Harry’s Clearance scheme with the $50,000 to cover all
abuse a victim has suffered.
Furthermore, the abusers typically were allowed to complete their careers and picked
up $3 Million.
Equity demands a more appropriate compensation scheme for the victims and the life
time of suffering they have suffered.
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Annexure A – Horizontal / Lateral Violence
https://www.birthinternational.com/articles/midwifery/69-horizontal-violence-in-theworkplace
Horizontal violence in the workplace
by Carolyn Hastie

Definition of horizontal violence
Horizontal violence is hostile and aggressive behaviour by individual or group members towards
another member or groups of members of the larger group. This has been described as inter-group
conflict. ( Duffy 1995).
Horizontal violence is endemic in the workplace culture and it is an unacceptable and destructive
phenomenon. All members of every workplace are urged to work together to address the issues of
oppression and eliminate this unhealthy behaviour from the workplace.
It is essential that appropriate strategies be put in place within each workplace to:

1. Recognise and acknowledge that horizontal violence exists in the workplace.
2. Address the workplace culture issues that allow horizontal violence to exist
3. Management to adopt a continuous, consistent, integrated approach to promote
a culture of cooperation and address instances of horizontal violence.
4. Provide regular education for all staff on the subject of horizontal violence; for
example, what it is, how to address it etc.
5. Institute mechanisms that enable and allow staff members to safely address
issues of horizontal violence
6. Produce a statement outlining desired workplace culture attributes, values and
behaviours and have it displayed in prominent places throughout the
institution. (see appendix 1)
7. Talk to all staff members about the phenomenon, break the silence.
Introduction
Horizontal violence is non physical inter group conflict and is manifested in overt and covert
behaviours of hostility (Freire 1972; Duffy 1995). It is behaviour associated with oppressed groups and
can occur in any arena where there are unequal power relations, and one group's self expression and
autonomy is controlled by forces with greater prestige, power and status than themselves (Harcombe
1999). It may be conscious or unconscious behaviour (Taylor 1996). It is, generally, psychologically,
emotionally and spiritually damaging behaviour and can have devastating long term effects on the
recipients (Wilkie 1996). It may be overt or covert. It is generally non physical, but may involve
shoving, hitting or throwing objects. It is one arm of the submissive/aggressive syndrome that results
from an internalised self-hatred and low self esteem as a result of being part of an oppressed group
(Glass 1997; Roberts 1996; MCCall 1995). It is the inappropriate way oppressed people release built
up tension when they are unable to address and solve issues with the oppressor. In the majority of
western cultures, a dominator model (Eisler 1993) of social organization enables workplace hierarchy
to limit autonomy and practice of various groups of workers and therefore acts as an oppressive force.
Workers are socialised into the oppressive structures and unequal power relations of the workplace
system. Some groups of people within each particular workplace unconsciously adopt inflated feelings
and attitudes of superiority. Some groups adopt unconsciously submissive attitudes, learned
helplessness, within the workplace. The internal conflict, generated by conforming to structural
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pressures and, in some, subduing the desire for autonomy, whilst over inflating it in other groups,
compounds the self-hatred and low self esteem of certain groups of people and perpetuates the cycle of
horizontal violence (Taylor 1996).
Horizontal Violence is a symptom of the dynamics around oppression and a sense of powerlessness. It
is to the workplace culture like water is to fish. It moulds, shapes and dictates the behaviour of those
within the workplace culture. It is a form of bullying and acts to socialise those who are different into
the status quo. Horizontal violence in the workplace is the result of history and politics in western
society and the ideology and practices associated with the socialisation and stereotyping of males and
females in western culture. Horizontal violence is a systems and cultural issue, a symptom of an
emotionally, spiritually and psychologically toxic and oppressive environment. Horizontal violence is
not a symptom of individual pathology, although individual pathology flourishes in a climate that
supports and condones aggressive behaviour.

Horizontal violence includes:
All acts of unkindness, discourtesy, sabotage, divisiveness, infighting, lack of cohesiveness,
scapegoating and criticism
For example:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Belittling gestures e.g. deliberate rolling of eyes, folding arms, staring into
space when communication being attempted - Body language designed to
discomfort the other
Verbal abuse including name calling, threatening, intimidating, dismissing,
belittling, undermining, humorous 'put downs'
Gossiping (destructive, negative, nasty talk), talking behind the back,
backbiting
Sarcastic comments
Fault finding (nitpicking) - different to those situations where professional and
clinical development is required.
Ignoring or minimising another's concerns
Slurs and jokes based on race, ethnicity, religion, gender or sexual orientation
Sending to 'Coventry', 'freezing out' excluding from activities and
conversation, work related and social.
Comments that devalue:
o people's area of practice;
o women;
o others that are different to the 'norm'.
Disinterest, discouragement and withholding support
Limiting right to free speech and right to have an opinion
Behaviours which seek to control or dominate (power 'over' rather than power
'with')
Elitist attitudes regarding work area, education, experience etc "better than"
attitude
Punishing activities by management e.g. Repeatedly sending someone out of
area; bad rosters; chronic under staffing; lack of concern with mental,
emotional, spiritual and physical health of employees
Lack of participation in professional organisations (a subtle form of selfhatred) however, busy family lives can preclude participating in professional
organizations.
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Effects of horizontal violence
The effects of ongoing horizontal violence are progressive if not addressed and are explained in the
following description of stress breakdown.
The following list is divided into three stages as described by William Wilke (1996 3 - 5)
Stage 1
(activation of the fight or flight response - circulating adrenalin)
•
•
•

Reduced self esteem
Sleeping disorders
Free floating anxiety

Stage 2
(neurotransmitters depleted with lack of sleep - fatigue - brain over stimulated and oversensitive)
•
•

Difficulty with emotional control - bursting into tears or laughter or irritable
and angry in response
Difficulty with motivation - self-starter seems to be 'burnt out'.

Stage 3
(brain's circuit breakers activated)
•
•
•

A relative intolerance of sensory stimulation
A loss of the ability to ignore things that before were manageable
Changed response patterns which superficially resemble a change of
personality (brain circuit breakers induce person to actively reduce incoming
stimuli)

Horizontal violence can result in:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sleep disorders
Poor self esteem
Hypertension
Eating disorders
Nervous conditions
Low morale
Apathy
Disconnectedness
Depression
Impaired personal relationships
Removal of self from workplace - psychologically, physically (sick leave,
stress leave, resignation)
Suicide (successful or attempted)
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Strategies for personal action to avoid horizontal violence and
create a safe, happy workplace:
You can:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Name the problem - use the term 'horizontal violence' to refer to the situation.
Raise issue at staff meetings - break the silence about this issue
Ask about a process for dealing with this issue in your workplace
Engage in reflective practice - keep a journal, raise your self awareness about
your own values, beliefs and attitudes and your own behaviour; begin or
continue a path of personal growth - own your 'shadow' - ensure you are part
of the solution, not part of the problem, (and we all are part of the problem at
times - the important thing is to note and address it)
5. Ensure self caring behaviours, massage, counseling, peer support, good
nutrition, adequate sleep, time out, meditation, exercise - do the things that
help you to be healthy and happy in all aspects of your human ness.
6. Be willing to speak up when you witness it happening and name 'horizontal
violence' for what it is.
Strategies for management to avoid horizontal violence and create a
safe, happy workplace:
Successful strategies come from the top and require an ongoing commitment to culture change
concerning horizontal violence!
You can as a manager:

1. Gain knowledge about Horizontal Violence and its causes, conduct regular
meetings with a designated committee and institute a program to address this
issue; supervise its operation and success
2. Undertake a formal thorough analysis of your unit's culture.
3. Ensure there is a process for dealing with this issue in your workplace and
follow it
4. Have a policy about harmonious workplace relations, support and
encouragement of students, new staff members and staff generally.
5. Foster an environment of open collaboration, exploring and healing of issues,
rather than fault-finding and blame.
6. Support workers' autonomy and initiative and promote a learning culture
7. Provide education about processes to promptly report incidences of
victimisation; support and encourage people to do so.
8. Monitor staff morale and address issues which negatively impact upon morale
9. Ensure that staffing is adequate, that rosters are fair and allocation to areas is
fair within your unit/institution; ensure that all staff have equal opportunity for
advancement and education.
10. Engage in self-awareness activities and in reflective practice. Ask for feedback
from staff about your management practices and not just from close associates
11. Institute open, honest and supportive dialogue through peer review - strategies
which are process based, not personality based.
12. Revise and articulate core values of institution and health care, make one core
value a topic at each team meeting
13. Engage in self care activities as above
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Access to appropriate counseling services in the workplace is essential for staff involved in this issue.
Information about these services should be displayed in an easily observed place.

What to do if you are subject to horizontal violence
Address the behaviour immediately with the perpetrator - most people have no idea they are doing it.
Horizontal violence is usually a product of unconscious dysfunctional patterns. These are patterns that
fit the 'victim, rescuer, persecutor' triangle model of unhealthy human behaviour . Use conflict
management strategies; say "I feel ... (whatever you are feeling) when you...(whatever they are
doing)..." Use the broken record approach - repeat the process if the other person makes excuses,
denies or dismisses incident. Accept their statement and repeat, saying "that may be so and I feel
(whatever you feel) when you...(whatever they do or say that is an issue for you). Feel the fear and do it
anyway. Respond with a clear intent. Ensure you are willing to engage in uncontaminated
communication.
If you don't get any positive response, or if the behaviour continues:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Take comprehensive notes regarding the incidences - this can be in diary form.
Name it - refer to it as Horizontal Violence
Speak to your supervisor about the incident(s)
Obtain counseling support
If your health is adversely affected, you may be able to claim WorkCover.

Further information can be sought from:
Beyond Bullying Association Inc
PO Box 196
Nathan, Queensland 4111
Fax: 07 3839 9716
The National Children's and Youth Law Centre has produced a resource kit with practical strategies for
employers regarding ways to stamp out violence, bullying and harassment. The resource kit was
produced with funding from the WorkCover (NSW) Prevention, Education and Research Grants
Scheme. Please contact the centre on 02 9398 7488.
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Appendix 1
Statement of commitment to co-workers
As your co-worker with a shared goal of providing excellent service to people and families, I commit
the following:
I will accept responsibility for establishing and maintaining healthy interpersonal relationships with
you and every member of this staff. I will talk to you promptly if I am having a problem with you. The
only time I will discuss it with another person is when I need advice or help in deciding how to
communicate with you appropriately.
I will establish and maintain a relationship of functional trust with you and every member of this staff.
My relationships with each of you will be equally respectful, regardless of job titles or levels of
educational preparation.
I will not engage in the '3B's (bickering, back-biting and bitching) and will ask you not to as well.
I will not complain about another team member and ask you not to as well. If I hear you doing so, I will
ask you to talk to that person.
I will accept you as you are today, forgiving past problems, and ask you to do the same with me.
I will be committed to finding solutions to problems rather than complaining about them or blaming
someone, and ask you to do the same.
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I will affirm your contribution to quality service.
I will remember that neither of us is perfect, and that human errors are opportunities not for shame or
guilt, but for forgiveness and growth.
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Annexure B – The Milger Experiment
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Milgram_experiment
The experiment

Milgram Experiment advertisement
Three individuals were involved: the one running the experiment, the subject of the experiment (a
volunteer), and a confederate pretending to be a volunteer. These three people fill three distinct roles:
the Experimenter (an authoritative role), the Teacher (a role intended to obey the orders of the
Experimenter), and the Learner (the recipient of stimulus from the Teacher). The subject and the actor
both drew slips of paper to determine their roles, but unknown to the subject, both slips said "teacher".
The actor would always claim to have drawn the slip that read "learner", thus guaranteeing that the
subject would always be the "teacher". At this point, the "teacher" and "learner" were separated into
different rooms where they could communicate but not see each other. In one version of the
experiment, the confederate was sure to mention to the participant that he had a heart condition.[1]
The "teacher" was given an electric shock from the electroshock generator as a sample of the shock that
the "learner" would supposedly receive during the experiment. The "teacher" was then given a list of
word pairs that he was to teach the learner. The teacher began by reading the list of word pairs to the
learner. The teacher would then read the first word of each pair and read four possible answers. The
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learner would press a button to indicate his response. If the answer was incorrect, the teacher would
administer a shock to the learner, with the voltage increasing in 15-volt increments for each wrong
answer. If correct, the teacher would read the next word pair.[1]
The subjects believed that for each wrong answer, the learner was receiving actual shocks. In reality,
there were no shocks. After the confederate was separated from the subject, the confederate set up a
tape recorder integrated with the electroshock generator, which played prerecorded sounds for each
shock level. After a number of voltage-level increases, the actor started to bang on the wall that
separated him from the subject. After several times banging on the wall and complaining about his
heart condition, all responses by the learner would cease.[1]
At this point, many people indicated their desire to stop the experiment and check on the learner. Some
test subjects paused at 135 volts and began to question the purpose of the experiment. Most continued
after being assured that they would not be held responsible. A few subjects began to laugh nervously or
exhibit other signs of extreme stress once they heard the screams of pain coming from the learner.[1]
If at any time the subject indicated his desire to halt the experiment, he was given a succession of
verbal prods by the experimenter, in this order:[1]

1.
2.
3.
4.

Please continue.
The experiment requires that you continue.
It is absolutely essential that you continue.
You have no other choice, you must go on.

If the subject still wished to stop after all four successive verbal prods, the experiment was halted.
Otherwise, it was halted after the subject had given the maximum 450-volt shock three times in
succession.[1]
The experimenter also gave special prods if the teacher made specific comments. If the teacher asked
whether the learner might suffer permanent physical harm, the experimenter replied, "Although the
shocks may be painful, there is no permanent tissue damage, so please go on." If the teacher said that
the learner clearly wants to stop, the experimenter replied, "Whether the learner likes it or not, you
must go on until he has learned all the word pairs correctly, so please go on."

Results
Before conducting the experiment, Milgram polled fourteen Yale University senior-year psychology
majors to predict the behavior of 100 hypothetical teachers. All of the poll respondents believed that
only a very small fraction of teachers (the range was from zero to 3 out of 100, with an average of 1.2)
would be prepared to inflict the maximum voltage. Milgram also informally polled his colleagues and
found that they, too, believed very few subjects would progress beyond a very strong shock.[1] Milgram
also polled forty psychiatrists from a medical school, and they believed that by the tenth shock, when
the victim demands to be free, most subjects would stop the experiment. They predicted that by the
300-volt shock, when the victim refuses to answer, only 3.73 percent of the subjects would still
continue and, they believed that "only a little over one-tenth of one percent of the subjects would
administer the highest shock on the board."[7]
In Milgram's first set of experiments, 65 percent (26 of 40)[1] of experiment participants administered
the experiment's final massive 450-volt shock, though many were very uncomfortable doing so; at
some point, every participant paused and questioned the experiment; some said they would refund the
money they were paid for participating in the experiment. Throughout the experiment, subjects
displayed varying degrees of tension and stress. Subjects were sweating, trembling, stuttering, biting
their lips, groaning, digging their fingernails into their skin, and some were even having nervous
laughing fits or seizures.[1]
Milgram summarized the experiment in his 1974 article, "The Perils of Obedience", writing:
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The legal and philosophic aspects of obedience are of enormous importance, but they say very little
about how most people behave in concrete situations. I set up a simple experiment at Yale University
to test how much pain an ordinary citizen would inflict on another person simply because he was
ordered to by an experimental scientist. Stark authority was pitted against the subjects' [participants']
strongest moral imperatives against hurting others, and, with the subjects' [participants'] ears ringing
with the screams of the victims, authority won more often than not. The extreme willingness of adults
to go to almost any lengths on the command of an authority constitutes the chief finding of the study
and the fact most urgently demanding explanation.
Ordinary people, simply doing their jobs, and without any particular hostility on their part, can become
agents in a terrible destructive process. Moreover, even when the destructive effects of their work
become patently clear, and they are asked to carry out actions incompatible with fundamental standards
of morality, relatively few people have the resources needed to resist authority.[8]
The original Simulated Shock Generator and Event Recorder, or shock box, is located in the Archives
of the History of American Psychology.
Later, Milgram and other psychologists performed variations of the experiment throughout the world,
with similar results.[9] Milgram later investigated the effect of the experiment's locale on obedience
levels by holding an experiment in an unregistered, backstreet office in a bustling city, as opposed to at
Yale, a respectable university. The level of obedience, "although somewhat reduced, was not
significantly lower." What made more of a difference was the proximity of the "learner" and the
experimenter. There were also variations tested involving groups.
Thomas Blass of the University of Maryland, Baltimore County performed a meta-analysis on the
results of repeated performances of the experiment. He found that the percentage of participants who
are prepared to inflict fatal voltages remains remarkably constant, 61–66 percent, regardless of time or
country.[10][11]
None of the participants who refused to administer the final shocks insisted that the experiment itself
be terminated, nor left the room to check the health of the victim without requesting permission to
leave, as per Milgram's notes and recollections, when fellow psychologist Philip Zimbardo asked him
about that point.[12]
Milgram created a documentary film titled Obedience showing the experiment and its results. He also
produced a series of five social psychology films, some of which dealt with his experiments.[13]
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Annexure C – The 10 Top Reasons To Go
To ADFA
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Annexure D – ADFA Attrition Rates
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Annexure E – ADFA Rugby Scandal
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